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SARA Nets & Roundtables 

HF Phone Roundtable Daily except 

Tuesday & Thursday @ 20:00 Local on 

1.902 MHz± with alternate 1.955 MHz. 

SARA Repeater Weekly Net Wednesday 

9:00 PM Local WØJH Repeater 147.060 

+114.8, Echolink WØJH-R Node 306408 

HF CW Tuesday 19:00 Local 7105 KHz 

RVSSN Slow Speed CW.  

 

Handiham  Nets 

VHF/UHF Daily except Sunday 11:00 

Local on the NØBVE Repeater 145.450-  

& 444.65- ( 114.8), Echolink HANDIHAM 

Node 494492.  Also: IRLP Node 9008 & 

WIRES #1427.  NCS varies.  

HF CW Friday 08:00 CST, 7.112 MHz 

informal slow speed CW Net.  

W8IRT NCS. 

  

S.A.R.A. Constitution up for a vote! 
May Meeting  

Saturday May 14th 

at Boutwells Landing  

North Entrance, Gables - lower level  

Business meeting at 9:00 O’clock 

Program 

Ron (K3PID) have everyone 
copying CW at 20 wpm in 

their heads! Guaranteed! 

   
Pre-meeting Breakfast & Coffee  

7:30 at Joseph’s Restaurant!  

S.A.R.A. is a proud affiliate of the Courage Center Handiham System 

We, the members, wishing to secure for ourselves the 

pleasures of an association of persons commonly interested in 
amateur radio, constitute ourselves the Stillwater Amateur 
Radio Association (S.A.R.A.), and enact this constitution as 
our governing law. It shall be our purpose to further the  
exchange of information and cooperation among members, to 
promote radio knowledge, fraternalism, and individual  
operating expertise, and to conduct programs and activities to 
advance the general interest and welfare of amateur radio to 
include providing assistance and training to prospective ama-
teur radio operators in the community. SARA is incorporated 
as a non-profit organization under the Minnesota state law. 
SARA and “the Club” are used interchangeably and are to be 
one and the same. 

We the members! That’s YOU and ME folks! 
Many hours and much perspiration have gone into 
the re-write of the S.A.R.A. constitution and now it’s 
up to US! Go to the web page and read it!!  
REALLY—READ IT... and then come to the May  
meeting to let your vote be counted!  

May 14th. 
The Fox will 

be ready, 

how about 

YOU? 
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LETTER FROM THE PREZ    

Well, we finally made it into a month 

that might closely resemble spring!   

Although -- we’ve had snow in May so 

don’t hold your breath.  The 2m/440  

antenna project is now done.  My yard 

is raked and now we’re waiting until 

May 15
th
 so that we can plant our  

garden.  This is a great time of the year. 

The program for this month’s general 

meeting will be CW.  There are some 

among us who don’t want anything to 

do with the code.   Some have been  

discouraged and have made up their 

minds that there is no way they would 

have the time to learn it.  If you’re  

having that problem, look me up.  I can 

teach you two characters and have you 

remembering and decoding them in less 

than a minute at a speed of 14 w.p.m.  

Heresy you say?  Nope, if you have the 

motivation to want to learn, you can do 

it.  I learned the code while driving to 

and from work every day.  Don’t get me 

wrong.  It does take perseverance and 

practice.   

Learning the code is akin to a self-

fulfilling prophecy:  if you’ve tried it on 

several different occasions and found it 

more difficult to learn during each  

attempt, it probably is because you’re 

telling yourself that it is just too hard to 

learn.  If you’ve done that, you’ve  

convinced yourself that you’ll never 

learn it and you probably won’t.   If you 

start learning the code knowing that you 

can only spend short learning sessions 

(before your mind blows) you have a 

pretty good chance of training your 

mind to adapt itself to another form of 

input.  Each time you learn a letter and 

practice it with several of the ones 

you’ve learned before, you will be well 

on the road to completing the entire  

alphabet.  Instead of getting frustrated, 

pushing yourself harder and getting 

more frustrated, the opposite will  

happen if you slow down, realize you’re 

doing fine and only increase the time 

spent learning when you feel good 

about your progress. 

So, we hope to see you on May 14
th
 at 

the General meeting.  I’m planning on 

keeping the business meeting short so 

we can get into the program faster. 

 

73 and the best of DX, 

Keith Miller 
S.A.R.A.  President 

Did You Know? 
The modern ―Smartphone‖ 

has up to 7 RF devices in it.  

Mostly transceivers but sev-

eral receivers with several 

resonant antennas each 

with an autotuner to  

compensate for your hand 

or head or the car body…  
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   I was hoping by the time I was writing this 
edition of my column, it would be nicer  
weather (WX); heck, it’s still just as nasty as 
early Spring – but without the snow. At least 
you don’t have to shovel rain! As always, I’ve 
got plenty of topics to write about but since 
they only give me a few hundred words and 
no administrative turns, I have to concentrate 
and stay focused on the job. NO, I’m not going 
to share my views on the proposed  
Constitution and Bylaws. We don’t need any 
additional controversy. Suffice it to say,  
IMHEO (In My Humble Expert Opinion), the 
SARA officers are doing their darn best to 
run the club ... in spite of some of the  
pessimistic naysayers who’ve bent their 

ears and filled their inboxes!  

QRZ, QRZ: If you don’t like the way things are 
run; volunteer and do something about it – 
don’t just sit there and criticize!! 

OK, I feel a lot better now (ask me how I really 
feel!), let’s move on: 

As SARA members, you should know a 
―SARA Activities & Events Survey‖ was  
conducted this past month. The dispatch of its 
findings will be discussed at a Board Meeting 
I’m told. Since I’ve been privy to almost all 
returned surveys, I can tell you a few things. 
There were ~23 of you who took time to  
provide your input; so with ~78 members, we 
had ~29% response. As any good marketer 
knows, anything over ~10% is a good survey 
response. (I was kinda hoping more of you 
would have completed the survey – but what 
the hey!) 

I guess it’s not appropriate (fog horn!) for me 
to spill the beans about any of the specific 
results; as mentioned earlier, the officers will 
decide what and how to share the data with 
you. But, I’ll go out on a limb and tell a few 
things I saw (SARA WikiLeaks?!). On a scale 
of 1 to 5 (1 being least important and 5 being 
most important) here are all the topics that 
scored 4 or higher. I can’t/won’t give you the 
actual scoring but these are the things YOU 

said YOU are most interested in having 
SARA support. They are listed in descending 
order, all have an average score over 4 
(―Somewhat Important‖ and ―Very Important‖). 

As they say on the TV show Family Feud, ―... 
and the top 16 answers are‖: 

Field Day, General Class, Technician Class, 
Member Assistance Program (MAP), Split 
Rock Lighthouse Special Event, Skywarn 
Class, Club Repeater, Handiham Program, 
ARES, Extra Study Group, Thursday Nite Eye 
Ball QSO Party, Boy Scouts of America, 
EchoLink on Club Repeater, HF Rag Chews, 

Red Cross 

 

Now to another topic; new radio gear for  
WAØTDA, WØOXB, WØDIK and KDØKYA. 

I can’t confirm there’s a big trend in SARA, but 
four of us have started something (heck, that’s a 
bit over 5% of our club)! We four (or ―us four‖?) 
are new, proud owners of the ICOM® IC-7200 
HF transceiver. As even non-ICOM owners 
must know, ICOM means quality (whether it’s a 
Japanese acronym or not, we know it stands for 
quality!). Some of you out there may say ―So 
what’s the big deal with this 7200?!‖ Well, let me 
tell you. It has a USB (Universal Serial Bus) 
computer interface. IOW: It’s DESIGNED to be 
connected to a modern computer! I know what 
some of you are thinking, ―Why in the world 
would you ever want to connect a perfectly good 
rig to a computer?‖  

 

Continued page 5… 

The first ever SARA ICOM IC-7200 User Group (7200 
UG) meeting was held April 28 at Radio City and 
sported the 7200 UG “Pride and Joy!”  left to right: 
Dave (WØOXB), Butch/Harold (WAØCMC), Michael 
(KDØKYA), Dan (KBØXC), Dick (WØDIK); missing, 

Pat (WAØTDA) 
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On our website 

www.radioham.org 

Our full-service website is a resource for  

current information, last-minute changes in 

meeting times and events, web-only stories, 

and archived news.  

Review the April 2011 

meeting minutes and 

reports.  

 

 

Access archived  

newsletters using the 

menu in the left sidebar.  

Circuit Quiz 

With the oscillator set at the frequency of the 
SARA160 meter round table, when the 
switch is closed what would be the voltage 
across resistor R1? 
 

A. 1 Vpk AC. 

B. 0.01 Volts DC. 

C. 1.902 Vpk AC. 

D. 1.902 Vpp AC. 

Is Your Info Current? 

While I would like to start this brief article with 

the phrase: ―if you don’t get this, let me know‖, 

obviously that is not going to really get the job 

done.  A couple of months ago, I went through 

the SARA email database and deleted all 

emails for people who were not current SARA 

members.  If I did everything correctly and you 

are receiving the SARA newsletter directly, you 

are a current SARA member.   

In going through that process I did note a  

couple of items that I would like to bring up.  

For us to get info to you, we obviously need 

your current data.  If you move, change phone 

numbers, or email addresses, please let us 

know!  Please send any of those changes to 

either myself, or the SARA Secretary.  If you 

have paid your membership dues, we certainly 

do not want to not have you miss out on  

receiving club information. 

On a somewhat unrelated, but similar note, I 

have found that there are quite a few members 

with radioham.org email addresses, who have 

never activated those accounts.  One of the 

benefits of being a current member of SARA is 

having a radioham email account.  Once  

activated, as long as you are a SARA member, 

only you have access to that account.  If your 

membership lapses, the account will be closed.  

Let me know if you want a radioham.org email 

account.  I am intending to delete accounts that 

have been set up and not activated.  I suspect 

some of those accounts were set up, and 

members did not receive an initial password to 

get in and activate the account.   

Contact me at: trustee@radioham.org  or 

n0drx@hotmail.com 

73,   Shel NØDRX 

Monthly OXBism:  

(paraphrasing Shakespeare): "Nothing is either good 

or bad, except that we make it so."  
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When I Bought My Blackberry 

When I bought my Blackberry I thought about 
the 30-year business I ran with 1800  
employees, all without a cell phone that plays 
music, takes videos, pictures and  
communicates with Facebook and Twitter. I 
signed up under duress for Twitter and  
Facebook, so my seven kids, their spouses, 13 
grandkids and 2 great grand kids could  
communicate with me in the modern way. I 
figured I could handle something as simple as 
Twitter with only 140 characters of space. 

That was before one of my grandkids hooked 
me up for Tweeter, Tweetree, Twhirl, Twitter-
fon, Tweetie and Twittererific Tweetdeck, Twit-
pix and something that sends every message 
to my cell phone and every other program  
within the texting world. 

My phone was beeping every three minutes 
with the details of everything except the bowel 
movements of the entire next generation. I am 
not ready to live like this. I keep my cell phone 
in the garage in my golf bag. 

The kids bought me a GPS for my last birthday 
because they say I get lost every now and then 
going over to the grocery store or library. I keep 
that in a box under my tool bench with the Blue 
tooth [it's red] phone I am supposed to use 
when I drive. I wore it once and was standing in 
line at Barnes and Noble talking to my wife and 
everyone in the nearest 50 yards was glaring at 
me. I had to take my hearing aid out to use it, 
and I got a little loud. 

I mean the GPS looked pretty smart on my 
dash board, but the lady inside that gadget was 
the most annoying, rudest person I had run into 
in a long time. Every 10 minutes, she would 
sarcastically say, "Re-calc-u-lating."  You 
would think that she could be nicer. It was like 
she could barely tolerate me. She would let go 
with a deep sigh and then tell me to make a U-
turn at the next light. Then if I made a right turn 
instead. Well, it was not a good relationship. 

When I get really lost now, I call my wife and 
tell her the name of the cross streets and while 
she is starting to develop the same tone as 
Gypsy, the GPS lady, at least she loves me. 

To be perfectly frank, I am still trying to learn 
how to use the cordless phones in our house. 

Continued on page 6.  

–Counterpoise from page 3… 

The answer is a little complicated and  
depends on your own operating habits but 
here are three good reasons: 

1. You can easily operate digital modes 
(PSK31, etc.) 

2. You can control it via a computer program 
(Ham Radio Deluxe, etc.) 

3. You can set it up so you can use/control 
your station from a remote location via the 
Internet (Seattle, etc.) 

Some IC-7200 key features: 

 This small, mobile/portable rig is tough 
and built like a mil-spec ―brick house‖. 

 The very effective digital IF filter design 
means you’ll never need optional/
additional filters. (The built-in digital filter 
allows you to select the filter width and 
shape needed to hear what you want. 

 It’s especially handy in a pile-up or during 
the Top Band Rag Chew when there’s 
adjacent channel noise/QRM.) 

 It has a dual-fan (QRO!) cooling system 
than provides stable output during high 
duty cycle operation; even when multiple 
―administrative turns‖ and ―Release To 
Listen‖ (RTL) rag chewing are required. 

OK, I guess you get the idea. 

If you want to hear these rigs on the air and 
learn more about them; swing by the Top 
Band sometime (1.902 MHz +/- QRM; 8:00 
PM local time; S, M, W, F, Sa). As a reminder, 
this is NOT a net! 

73 es CUL, 

© 2011 WØOXB. All rights reserved. A single copy of this material may be 
reprinted for noncommercial, personal use only. ―OXB,‖ ―OXBism,‖ ―OXB 
Special,‖ ―Counterpoise‖ and the ―Counterpoise‖ logo are trademarks of 

WØOXB.  
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Blackberry from page 5.. 

We have had them for 4 years, but I still  
haven't figured out how I can lose three 
phones all at once and have run around  
digging under chair cushions and checking 
bathrooms and the dirty laundry baskets when 
the phone rings. 

The world is just getting too complex for me. 
They even mess me up every time I go to the 
grocery store. You would think they could  
settle on something themselves but this  
sudden "Paper or Plastic?" every time I check 
out just knocks me for a loop. I bought some 
of those cloth reusable bags to avoid looking 
confused, but I never remember to take them 
in with me. 

Now I toss it back to them. When they ask me, 
"Paper or Plastic?" I just say, "Doesn't matter 
to me. I am bi-sacksual."  Then it's their turn to 
stare at me with a blank look. I was recently 
asked if I tweet. I answered, No, but I do toot 
a lot." 

P.S. I know some of you are not over 50.  I 

sent it to you to allow you to forward it to those 

who are.  

Anonymous (internet) 

What Is It? 

   Is it a QRO heating element for an OXB 

coffee maker – or could this help you tune a 

mobile antenna? 

   Tune in next month when you’ll learn what is, 

how to build it and why it can help you be more 

efficient when operating your HF mobile trans-

ceiver. Michael (KDØKYA) is working with 

Dave (WØOXB) to design and build this from 

the ground up. (NO, it’s used with a mobile 

―OXB Special‖ antenna!) These two guys even 

did all their shopping at ―The Man’s Mall‖ (aka 

Fleet Farm) to pick up the necessary hardware. 

Find out how this simple device can help you 

match your mobile antenna. (OK, so the thing 

in the photo is not for Dave’s coffee maker!) 

How many questions do I have to get 

right to pass? 

That's a common question from folks getting ready to 

take an amateur radio exam. It depends on the total 

number of questions in the exam you are taking. The 

Tech & General both have 35 questions and the Extra 

has 50.  

Technician: You must correctly answer 26 questions 

out of the total of 35. 

General: You must correctly answer 26 questions out 

of the total of 35. 

Extra: You must correctly answer 37 questions out of 

the total of 50. 

If you are taking a "no figures" exam because you are 

blind, or have requested a braille exam, which is 

available from some ARRL VE teams (request it early), 

you will still get either a 35 or 50 question exam.  

Questions without figures will be substituted from the 

same sections of the question pools so that you are 

properly tested on all of the material. 

Check status or report a 

problem with the two  

remote base stations on 

Handiham.org.  Look for the 

Remote Base Status   

section on the right side of 

the web page. 
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Change for the sake of 

change? 

My employer recently ―upgraded‖ my work 
laptop.  I assume the change was in  
response to some real yet not obvious need.  
Both the hardware and the software were 
changed.  To my chagrin virtually everything 
was different!  All of the ―drop down‖ menus 
were gone as was the ―Quick Launch‖ 
toolbar. The basic structure of the file system 
was different to the point the some files are 
either lost or inaccessible because of the 
new security standards.  Even the ―ports‖ 
where various external devices plug in were 
in different locations.  I spent several hours 
over the following two weeks getting to the 
point where I felt almost productive again.  
The episode caused me to consider the  
nature of change. 

Now don’t misunderstand! It isn’t that I am 
philosophically opposed to change! Change 
can be good! Most of the changes that I’ve 
seen over the years were in response to very 
real needs.  Make it smaller, make it bigger, 
make it faster, make it cheaper are common 
drivers to change.  Some changes were 
monumental such as when diesel engines 
replaced steam engines, when jet engines 
replaced propellers, when doctors started 
sterilizing utensils, and maybe when  
transistors replaced vacuum tubes.  Some 
changes are the consequence of societal 
evolution such as the change from an agrari-
an society to an industrial one.  Some  
changes are indeed trivial such as the reposi-
tioning of the furniture in ones living room but 
still serve the purpose of getting the floor 
cleaned underneath the furniture.  

All change involves some costs.  In most 
cases a rational decision is made to imple-
ment the change and incur the costs in order 
to realize the benefit of the change.  In some 
instances change is imposed or mandated 
because the cost is too high for a financial 
justification but the need is very real such as 
when congress mandated the installation of 
the Westinghouse® air brake system on all 
rail cars.  In a company as large as my em-
ployer, the cost of a significant computer sys-
tem upgrade has two components.  The  
obvious cost is the price paid for the new 

hardware and software and the cost of  
deployment.  While those costs are certainly 
significant, the not so obvious cost of lost 
productivity or ―downtime‖ has to be in the tens 
of thousands of employee hours.  

What is the benefit of this enormous expense? 
Here is where the wicket gets sticky as they 
say.  In the case of the hardware one could 
probably make a case for a faster computer 
with larger memory being more efficient at  
accessing central databases and other  
essential on-line information.  There is even a 
small contingent of users using the computer in 
CPU intensive applications such as  
mathematical modeling of complex processes 
and large scale number crunching. That high 
powered user would benefit from the general 
upgrade of the hardware and software.  For the 
vast majority of users who read their email, 
write memos, analyze some financial results in 
a spreadsheet or a local database, and build 
PowerPoint® presentations the benefit of the 
―upgrade‖ is far less obvious!  In fact, one could 
make the case that the changes were made 
simply for the sake of change and the cost  
incurred needlessly! 

K3PID 



The River Valley Slow Speed CW Net 

Join Dave and the gang for the 160 meter roundtable.  

Nightly at 8:00 PM except Tuesday & Thursday 

Come on in the water is fine!! Conditions on 

40 meters have improved greatly with the ever 

increasing daylight and the assistance of  

daylight saving time.  While there is still  

considerable QRN (that’s Quebec Romeo  

November Dave) we have enjoyed solid copy 

on all participants.  With an average of 2 to 3 

check-ins plus NCS, we have been able to 

give everyone a little transmit time and wrap 

up in about 30 minutes or so. If you haven’t 

tried it, jump in! All hams are welcome and I 

can’t stress enough that you don’t have to be 

a proficient CW operator to check in. We WILL 

slow down as slow as necessary for you to 

copy!!! Really!!  If you have been listening 

(called reading the mail ) but have not felt like 

you could copy enough, by all means check in 

and send PSE QRS (please send more  

slowly).  

73 es CUL, K3PID 

As you can see, this  

newsletter is made up of 

member submissions, so 

get the lead out and start 

submitting – 

Mark Your Calendars! 

SARA Monthly Meeting Programs 

 May 14th—Member Ratification of the new S.A.R.A. 

Constitution,  

 Also — Ron (K3PID) on CW the Original Digital Mode. 

CQ World Wide Foxhunt Day 

May 14th & 15th—  in a swamp near you!  

 

SARA Fox Hunt following 

the May Meeting!! 

 

 

SARA Mobile Show & Tell 

June 11th The Garden Room at 

Courage St. Croix. 

 

ARRL Field Day 

June 25th & 26th 

  

Split Rock Lighthouse 

Special Event Station 

November 5th & 6th 

BE THERE! DON’T MISS THE FUN!  
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SARA 

Needs 

YOU! 
 

Get involved, Make a Difference, 

Have  fun! 


